
Car Charging Group and Equity Residential Host “Plug-in” Ceremony To Unveil Redmond’s First 
Apartment Community EV Charging Station at Red160

Car Charging Group Inc., an electric vehicle charging service provider  and Equity Residential, one of the 
nation’s leading owners, developers and operators of high-quality apartment properties, last week held a 
“plug-in” ceremony to unveil an EV charging station at its downtown Redmond, Wash., apartment commu-
nity, Red160, located at 16015 Cleveland St.

“Experts say that 80 percent of electric vehicle charging will be done at home.  Recognizing that, accord-
ing to the U.S. Census Bureau, 33 percent of Americans rent and often don’t have access to private garag-
es, forward-thinking apartment developers such as Equity Residential are installing car charging stations to 
increase the number of Washington state residents who can participate in the EV revolution,” said Michael 
D. Farkas, CEO of Car Charging Group.

Car Charging Group, the EV charging system owner and provider, and Equity Residential, the Red160 
developer, demonstrated an EV charging session with an all- electric Wheego LiFe, which was provided 
by Seattle, Wash.-based MC Electric Vehicles and with an all-electric Nissan Leaf, which was provided by 
Charge Northwest. After the charging demonstration, the electric vehicle providers offered event-goers an 
opportunity to test drive EVs.

“We are proud to be the first in Redmond to provide this modern, environmentally friendly amenity to our 
residential community,” said Karen Caplan, Vice President of Property Management at Equity Residential. 
“With the advent of the new generation of electric cars, it is increasingly important to provide a charging 
infrastructure for apartment residents who share a common garage. Red160 is the perfect location to launch 
this program.”

Car Charging Group installed a Level II ChargePoint Networked Charging Station, manufactured by 
Coulomb Technologies in the parking garage adjacent to the Red 160 main lobby. The garage is open to 
residents as well as the public. Car Charging Group has already installed units for Equity Residential in 
Boston, Mass.; Seattle, Wash.; and Washington, D.C.; and will install and maintain EV charging stations 
in four additional Equity Residential locations, including Coral Gables and Deerfield Beach, Fla., and Los 
Angeles and San Diego, Calif.


